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Grid Cells

▷ Neurons that fire up in a specific pattern
○ Hexagonal activations when exploring environment

▷ Located in the entorhinal cortex
○ “Interface” for neo-cortex and hippocampus
○ Used for memory, navigation, time perception

▷ Crucial discovery in multiple fields
○ 2014 Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine 
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Grid Cells in Rodents

3Source: New York Times

https://www.nytimes.com/2013/04/30/science/how-grid-cells-in-brain-help-map-out-space.html


Vector-based Navigation
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▷ Determine position and direction
○ Including very noisy observations (e.g. closing eyes)

▷ Determine distances between objects
○ Utilizing Euclidean-like metrics

▷ Efficiently navigate in an environment
○ Find approximate shortest paths “in real time”



Artificial Agents
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▷ Brain is the best “computer” we know
○ Very complex & massively parallel processing unit

▷ Difficult to investigate hypotheses
○ Even with mice experiments are very expensive 

▷ AI agents as an approximation
○ Relatively fast proof of concept tests (?)



Intuitive Interpretations
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▷ Grid cells are used as a map of the world
○ Special neurons fire up in a hexagonal grid
○ Position self in the environment

▷ Extending to vectors for navigation
○ Find shortest paths with Euclidean distance

▷ Artificial agents used as a brain model
○ Possible alternative to expensive experiments



Research Objectives

▷ Show similarity between ANN and NN
○ In the context of grid cells: positional reasoning

▷ Train an RL agent that utilizes grid cells
○ Show that it performs better with grid cells

▷ Extrapolate results to neuroscience
○ Show grid cells used for vector-based navigation
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Showing NN & ANN similarity
Based on activations in rodent brains

8Source: Radiopaedia, Towards Data Science

https://radiopaedia.org/images/25119888
https://towardsdatascience.com/applied-deep-learning-part-1-artificial-neural-networks-d7834f67a4f6


Artificial Neural Networks
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▷ Non-linear function approximators
○ Approximate any function with some assumptions

▷ Very crude model for the actual neurons
○ Still using McCulloch–Pitts model from the 50s

▷ Reccurent ANNs for temporal data
○ Hidden state that can add info or “forget” it



Objective: Show Similarity

▷ Generate training data from rat models
○ Input: place cells + head direction
○ Output:  next place cell + head direction

▷ Train an ANN on the data (supervised)
○ Recurrent + Linear + Softmax

▷ Compare ANN outputs to rat models  
○ Both visually (via spatial maps) and statistically
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ANN Architecture 
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▷ Small Recurrent ANN
○ LSTM with 128 unit hidden cell

○ Linear layer with 512 units (no activation!)

○ Output heads: offset vector and angle activations

○ Probability distribution via softmax

▷ No special tricks involved
○ Important since goal is to show similarity



ANN Architecture 
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Generating Training Data 
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▷ Position centers uniformly sampled
○ From some fixed box dimensions

▷ Place activations via 2D Normal distribution
○ With fixed mean and standard deviation

▷ Direction angle via Von Mises distribution
○ With fixed concentration parameters



Emergence of Grid Cells

14Source: DeepMind

https://deepmind.com/blog/grid-cells/


Training a DRL agent
A3C agent with grid cells navigating in a maze

15Source: IEEE Communications Magazine

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/319121340_Enabling_Cognitive_Smart_Cities_Using_Big_Data_and_Machine_Learning_Approaches_and_Challenges


Deep Reinforcement Learning
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▷ General framework for decision making
○ Evaluate behavior with some reward signal

▷ Policy is the expected output of training
○ A mapping from states to actions

▷ Algorithms differ by optimization target
○ Value based, policy based, actor-critic hybrids

○ A3C: Asynchronous Actor-Critic Agent



Objective: Train a DRL Agent

▷ Re-use network trained in previous step
○ Add some noise in the inputs for generalization

▷ Use “grid cells” network as an encoder
○ Pipe into a much larger network

▷ Evaluate ability to navigate in mazes  
○ Trained with A3C algorithm 
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DRL Agent Architecture
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DRL Agent Navigating
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Effect of Grid Cells
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Effect of Grid Cells
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Extrapolating to Neuroscience
Emergence of vector-based navigation from grid cells
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Objective: Extrapolate Results
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▷ Grid cells emerged in artificial agents

▷ Disabling grid cells hindered navigation
○ Agent performed significantly worse in known tasks

○ Agent failed to generalize to new tasks

▷ We can extrapolate that grid cells used 
for vector-based navigation (in mammals)



Conclusion

▷ Shown emergence of grid cells in ANNs
○ Similar activation patterns to rodent models

▷ Utilized grid cells to train an RL agent
○ Outperforming agents without grid cells 

▷ Shown use of vector-based navigation
○ Assuming model is correct, can extrapolate that 

similar patterns emerge in actual grid cells
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Recap by DeepMind
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ETaZAyK4IVM
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